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DIGEST OF RECENT DECISIONS OF THE U. S. SUPREME COURT

RELAT I VE TO INTERSTATE MOTOR VEHICLE TRAFFIC

(The first three of the seven rulings were published in the

August, 1927, News Letter, Vol. 2, No. 10)

The Frost ano Frost Trucking Company were engaged under

a single private contract in

Frost and Frost transporting, for stipulated com-
vs . pensat i on , citrus fruit over the

Railroad Commission public highways of California
of the State of California between fixed termini. They were

271 u.s. 583 brought before the railroad com-
MISSION of the State charged with

VIOLATING THE ACT (AUTO, STAGE AND TRUCK TRANSPORTATION ACT OF
California, C. 2|3, Statutes of California, 1917, p. 330) -

WHICH PROVIDES FOR THE SUPERVISION AND REGULATION OF TRANSPOR-
TATION FOR COMPENSATION OVER PUBLIC HIGHWAYS BV AUTOMOBILES,
AUTO TRUCKS, ETC., BY THE RAILROAD COMMISSION - FOR THE REASON
THAT THEY HAD NOT SECURED FROM THE COMMISSION A CERTIFICATE OF
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY. THE COMMISSION, WHILE AGREE-
ING that Frost and Frost were, in fact, private carriers, held
that they were subject to the provisions of the act and directed
them to suspend their operations under their contract unless
and until they should secure a certificate that =>ublic conven-
ience and necessity required the resumption or continuance
thereof. The commission's order was upheld by the State
supreme court. (70 Cal. Dec . 457)

The attorneys for Frost and Frost contended before the
lower court that, in its application to private carriers, the
act has the effect of transforming them into public carriers by
legislative fiat. the attorneys for the state, however, held
that the sole purpose of the legislation "is to impress upon
such private carriers certain regulations so long as they de-
sire TO USE THE PUBLICLY BUILT AND OWNED HIGHWAYS AS THE CHIEF
situs of their business of hauling goods for compensation," and
that "they are not, and can not be, forced, directly or indi-
rectly, to become common carriers".

The State supreme court rendered an adverse decision to
Frost and Frost who then appealed the case to the United States
Supreme Court and questioned the constitutional validity of the
State act. The specific challenge was that, as construed and
applied by the railroad commjssion, it takes their property for
public use without just compensation, de=rives them of their
property without due process of law, and oenies them the equal
protection of the laws, in violation of the fourteenth amendment
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to the Federal Constitution. Briefly, the State act (Auto,

Stage and Truck Transportation, Act of California, C. 2|3,

Statutes of California, 1917, p. 330) provides for the super-

vision AND REGULATION OF TRANSPORTATION FOR COMPENSATION OVER

PUBLIC HIGHWAYS 3Y AUTOMOBILES, AUTO TRUCKS, ETC., 3Y THE Ra I L-

ro ad Commission. The term "transportation company" is defined

to mean a common carrier for compensation over any pu3lic highway,

3etween fixed termini or over a regular route. under section

3, no corporation or person is permitted to operate any auto-

mobile, auto truck, etc., " for the transportation of persons or

property as a common carrier for compensation on any =>ublic

highway in this state setween any fixed termini ***** unless

a permit has first seen secureo as herein provided 11
. permits

are issued upon application 6y the incorporated city or town,

city and county, or county within or through which the applicant

intends to operate. under section 4, the railroad commission
is empowered to supervise and regulate such transportation com-
panies and to fix their rates, fares, charges, classifications,
rules and regulations, and, generally, to regulate them in all

matters affecting their relationship with the traveling and
shipping public . Section 5 requires, in addition to the permit,

that the applicant must obtain from the railroad commission a

certificate declaring that public convenience and necessity
require the exercise of such right or privilege? and it pro-
vides that the commission may attach to the exercise of the
rights granted such terms and conditions as in its judgment the
public convenience and necessity may require. operation under
A PERMIT WITHOUT SUCH CERTIFICATE IS PROHISITEO. In 1919, THE

act was amended (statutes i 9 19, c. 280, p. 457), so as to bring
under the regulative control of the commission automotive car-
riers of persons or property operating under private contracts
of carriage; and the term "transportation company" was enlarged
S3 as to include such a carrier. It was further provided that
no such transportation company shall operate for compensation
over the highways without first having secured from the commis-
sion a certificate of public convenience and necessity to do so.

In commenting upon whether or not the act made Frost ano
Frost public carriers by legislative fiat, the United States
Supreme Court in its decision stated that it was unnecessary to
inquire which view is correct, since the act had been authori-
tatively construed by the state su»reme court. that court,
while saying that the State was without power, by mere legisla-
tive FIAT OR EVEN BY CONSTITUTIONAL ENACTMENT, TO TRANSMUTE A

PRIVATE CARRIER INTO A PUBLIC CARRIER, DECLARED THAT THE STATE
HAD THE POWER TO GRANT OR ALTOGETHER WITHHOLD FROM I T8 CITIZENS
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the privilege of using its public highways for the purpose of
transacting private bu6ines6 thereon; and that, therefore, the

legislature might grant the right on such conditions as i t saw
fit to impose. |n the light of this general statement of prin-
ciple, it was held that the effect of the transportation act

is to offer a special privilege of using the pu3l1c highways
to the private carrier for compensation upon condition that he

shall dedicate hjs property to the qu as i —pus l i c use of public
transportation^ that the private carrier is not os l i geo to sub-
mit himself to the condition, eut if he does not, he is not

entitled to the privilege of using the highways.

The United States Supreme Court, therefore, stated that
IT WAS VERY CLEAR THAT THE ACT, AS THUS APPLIED, WaS IN NO REAL
SENSE A REGULATION OF THE USE OF THE PUBLIC HIGHWAYS. |T WaS

a regulation of the business of those who were engaged in using
them. Its primary purpose evidently was to protect the business
of those who were common carriers in fact by controlling compet-
ITIVE conditions. Protection or conservation of the highways
was not involved. this, in effect, was , in the opinion of the
United States Supreme Court, the view of the lower court
plainly expressed. (70 Cal . Dec . pp. 464-465, 466)

Thus, the Supreme Court continued, it will be seen that,
under the act as construed by the State court, whose construc-
tion IS EINDlNG UPON US, A PRIVATE CARRIER MAY AVAIL HIMSELF OF
THE USE OF THE HIGHWAYS ONLY UPON CONDITION THAT HE DEDICATE
HIS PROPERTY TO THE BUSINESS OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION AND SUB-
JECT HIMSELF TO ALL THE DUTIES AND BURDENS IMPOSED BY THE ACT
UPON COMMON CARRIERS. In OTHER WORDS, THE CASE PRESENTED WAS
NOT THAT OF A PRIVATE CARRIER, WHO, IN ORDER TO HAVE THE PRIV-
ILEGE OF USING THE HIGHWAYS, WAS REQUIRED MERELY TO SECURE A

CERTIFICATE OF =UGLIC CONVENIENCE AND BECOME SUBJECT TO REGU-
LATIONS APPROPRIATE TO THAT KIND OF A CARRIER; BUT IT WAS THAT
OF A PRIVATE CARRIER WHO, IN ORDER TO ENJOY THE USE OF THE
HIGHWAYS, MUST SUBMIT TO THE CONDITION OF BECOMING A COMMON
CARRIER AND BEING REGULATED A8 SUCH SY THE Ra I LROAD COMMISSION,
The certificate of public convenience, required by Section 5

OF THE ACT, WaS EXACTED OF A COMMON CARRIER AND WaS PURELY
incidental to that status. The requirement did not apply to a

private carrier as a private carrier, but to him in his imposed
statutory character of common carrier. apart from that signi-
FICATION, SO FAR AS HE WaS CONCERNED, IT DID NOT EXIST.
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That, stated the Supreme Court, c o n~' ijttent ly with the

due process clause of the fourteenth amendment, a private
CARRIER CAN not be comverted against his will into a common
CARRIER EV MERE LEGISLATIVE COMMAND, WaS A RULE NOT 0 PEN TO

DOU3T AND V'AS BROUGHT INTO QUESTION HERE. |T WaS EXPRESSLY
SD DECIDED IN MICHIGAN Commission V. Duke , 266 U.S. 570, 577-

573. See also, Hissem v. Guran , I |2 O.S. 59; State V. Nelson,
35 Utah 457, 462. The naked question which the highest court
had to determine, therefore, was whether the State may bring
about the same result by imposing the unconstitutional re-
quirement as a condition precedent to the enjoyment of a

privilege, which, without so deciding, they assumed to be

within the power of the state altogether to withhold if it

sees fit to do so. uaon the answer to this question depended,
in the Supreme Court's opinion, the constitutionality of the
statute under review.

The decision of the United States Supreme Court con-
tinued as follows: "There is involved in the inquiry not a

single power, but two distinct powers. One of these - the
power to prohibit the use of the =ublic HIGHWAYS in proper
cases - the State possesses; and the other - the ^ower to com-
pel a private carrier to assume against his will the duties
and burdens of a common carrier - the state does not possess.
It is clear that amy attempt to exert the latter, separately
and substantively, must fall before the paramount authority of
the Constitution. M*y it stand in the conditional form in

which it is here made? t f so , constitutional guaranties, so

carefully safeguarded against direct assault, are open to

destruction by the indirect but no less effective process of
requiring a surrender, which, though, in form voluntary , in

fact lacks nome of the elements of compulsion. having regard
to form alone, the ac -r here is an offer to the private carrier
of a privilege, wri'.ch the state may grant or deny, upon a con-
DITION, WHICH THE CARRIER !S FREE TO ACCEPT OR REJECT, In

reality, the carrier is given no choice, except a choice between
the rock and the whirlpool, - an option to forego a privilege
which may be vital to his livelihood or suum.'t to a require-
ment which may constitute an intolerable burden.

"It would 2e a ^al^able incongruity to strike down an
act )f State legislation which, by words of express divestment,
SEEK 3 TO St RI^ THE C I T i ZEN OF RIGHTS GUARANTEED BY THE FEDERAL
Constitution, 3ur to uphold an act by which the same result is

ACCOMPLISHED UNDER THE GUISE OF A SURRENDER OF A RIGHT IN
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EXGHaNGE FOR A VALUAELE PRIVILEGE WHICH THE STATE THREATENS
OTHERWISE TO WITHHOLD. |T IS NOT NECESSARY TO CHALLENGE THE

PROPOSITION THAT, AS A GENERAL RULE, THE ST ATE , HAVING =>OWER

TO DENY A PRIVILEGE ALTOGETHER, MAY GRANT IT U RON SUCH CON-

DITIONS AS IT SEES FIT TO IMPOSE. BUT THE =OWER OF THE STATE

IN THAT RESPECT IS NOT UNLIMITED; AND ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS

IS THAT IT MAY NOT IMPOSE CONDITIONS WHICH REQUIRE THE RELIN-

QUISHMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS. If THE STATE MAY COMPEL
THE SURRENDER OF ONE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT AS A CONDITION OF
ITS FAVOR, IT MAY, IN LIKE MANNER, COMPEL A SURRENDER OF ALL.

|T IS INCONCEIVABLE THAT GUARANTIES EMBEDDED IN THE CONSTITU-
TION of the United States may thus be manipulated out of
EXISTENCE. *****

"We hold that the act under review, as applied eY the

court ie low , violates the rights of 3la 1 nt i ffs in error as

guaranteed by the due process clause of the fourteenth amend-
ment ', and that the privilege of using the public highways of
California in the performance of their contract is not and
can not be affected by the unconstitutional condition imposed.
(Western Union Tel. Co. v. Kansas,' supra, p. 48)"

In reversing the decision of the lower courts, the
United States Supreme Court concluded with the following state-
ment: "The court ~elow seemed to think that, if the State may
not subject the sla i nt i ffs in error to the provisions of the

act in respect of common carriers, it will be within the power
of any carrier, by the simple device of making private con-
tracts to an unlimited number, to secure all the privileges
afforded common carriers without assuming any of their duties
OR OBLIGATIONS. It IS ENOUGH TO SAY THAT NO SUCH CASE JS

presented here*, and we are not to be understood as challenging
the power of the state , or of the railroad commission under
the present statute, whenever it shall appear that a carrier,
losing as a private carrier, is in suestance and reality a

common carrier, to so declare and regulate his or its oper-
ations accordingly."

Justice Holmes, with Justice Brandeis concurring,
dissented from the majority opinion of the united states supreme
Court. In a separate opinion Justice Mc^eynolds also dissented.
These three judges believed that the State acted within its

rights and that the judgment of the lower court should 3e

affirmed.
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FOR MANY YEARS, THE HOLYOKE STREET ^AILWaY COMPANY HAD
3een a common carrier of

Interstate Susses Corporation passengers by street rail-
vs. ways in Massachusetts through

Ho i_ yoke Street Rwy. Co., et al. Holyoke, South Haoley,
273 U.S. 545 Granby, Amherst, and into

Sunoerland. Then there was
formed the interstate susses corporation which '3 ecame engaged
in the dusiness of transporting passengers for hire 5y motor
vehicle. They began operating gusses between Hartford and

3 3r i ngfl eld on december |, 1924, and north of springfield to
Greenfield since about December 15, 1925. Their route in

Massachusetts passed through Springfield, West Springfield,
Hdlyoke, Granby, Amherst, Sunderland, Deerfield, and Green-
field. With certain exceptions not here material, all their
busses ran the whole distance between Hartford and Greenfield.
They transported persons from one State into the other, and
also those whose journeys begun and ended in Massachusetts.
3oth classes of passengers - intrastate and interstate - WERE

carried in the same vehicles. The intrastate passengers con-
stituted A VERY SUBSTANTIAL PART OF THE WHOLE NUMBER CARRIED
in Massachusetts: The Interstate Susses Corporation main-
tained AN OFFICE AND GARAGE AT SPRINGFIELD AND ADVERT I SEO ITS

ROUTE AND RATES. THE BUSSES WERE OPERATED BETWEEN FlXEO TER-
MINI in Massachusetts. They operated regularly on public
ways parallel to and alongside the tracks of the street rail-
way company and afforded means of transportation similar to
those furnished by that company. they stopped regularly and
also on signal to receive and discharge passengers. the
operation of the susses in competition with the street railway
resulted in substantial loss to the latter. the bus corpora-
tion had not received a license from any of the cities or
towns served by the street railway company. and that company,
through its president and counsel, caused the employees of
the 3us corporation to be arrested and prosecuted for operating
without obtaining the licenses and certificate required by the
State .

Sections 45, 48A and 49 of C. 159, General Laws of
Massachusetts, as amended by C. 280, Acts of 1925, provided that
No person shall operate a motor vehicle upon a public way in any
city or town for the carriage of passengers for hire so as to

afford a means of transportation similar to that afforded by a

railway company by indiscriminately receiving and discharging
passengers along the route on which the vehicle is operated, or
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as a business qetwe-en fixed and regular termini., without- first

obtaining a license. the licensing authority in a city is its

council, in a town is its selectmen; and, as to public ways

under its control, is the metropolitan district commission,

no person shall operate a motor vehicle undfr such license

unless he has also 03ta i nec from the department of public util-
ities a certificate that public convenience and necessity
re qu i re such operation. anyone operating under a license from

local authority and a certificate from the department is de-
clared to be a common carrier and sus ject to regulation as

such. Violations of sections 45 - 48 or of any order, rule or

regulation made under them are punishable by fine or imprison-
MENT or both. And the act gives the State supreme judicial
and superior courts jurisdiction in equity to restrain any
violation u^on petition of the department, any licensing
authority, the citizens of a city or town affected e y the vio-
lation, or any interested 'arty. neither license nor certif-
icate is required in re8pect of such carriage as may be

exclusively interstate.

The statutory provisions in question have been sustained
sy the highest court in Massachusetts. These decisions were
followed ey the district court in reaching a decision in favor
of the street railway company in this case.

The principal contention of the bus corporation in its

appeal to the United States Supreme Court was that the act
contravenes the commerce clause. the decision of the supreme
Court, affirming the decree of the lower court, reads, in part,

as follows

:

"If as applied it directly interferes with or burdens
appellant's interstate commerce, it can not be sustained
OEGARDLES8 1 F THE PURPOSE F"?R WHICH IT WaS PASSED. SEE SHAFER
v. Farmers Grain Co., £68 U.S. 189, 199;. Real Silk Mills v.

Portland, 263 U.S. 3?5^ 33G; Colorado v. United States, 271

U.S. 153, 163; D'l Santo v. Pennsylvania, - U.S. The Act
existed in some form 3 e fore interstate transportation of pas-
sengers for hire by motor vehicle was undertaken. its purpose
is to regulatr-. local and intrastate affairs. barrows v.

Farnum's Stage Unes, su°ra. No licenses from local authori-
ties OR CERTIFICATE of -uslic convenience and necessity is

REQUIRED IN RESPECT OF TRANSPORTATION THAT IS EXCLUSIVELY
interstate. Cf. Buck v. Kuykendall, 267 U.S. 307; Bush Co. v.
Maloy, 267 U.S. 317. The burden is upon appellant to show
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THAT ENFORCEMENT OF THE AOT~OPE.1A.TSS TO- PREJUJD J CE, INTERSTATE

CAi"IR I AGE OF PASSENGERS. THE STIMULATED FACTS DO NOT SO INDI-

CATE. The threatened enforcement is to prevent appellant from

-CARRYING INTRASTATE PASSENGERS WITHOUT LICENSE OVER THAT PART

OF ITS ROUTE WHICH I S PARALLEL TO THE STREET RAILWAY. I TS

RIGHT TO USE tH E HIGHWAYS BETWEEN SPRINGFIELD AND HARTFORD IS

NOT IN CONTROVERSY. Wh I LE IT APPEARS THAT IN MaSSACH'J SETT S

BOTH CLASSES OF PASSENGERS ARE CARR'ED IN THE S AME VEHICLES,

JT IS NOT SHOWN WHAT ^APT OF THE TOTAL NUMBER ARE INTRASTATE

OR INTERSTATE. THE RECORD CONTAINS NO INFORMATION A*5 TO THE

NUMBER OF PERSONS, IF ANY, TRAVELING IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE
ON APPELLANT'S BUSSES OVER 'ART OF THE ROUTE COMPETING WITH

THE STREET RAILWAY. It IS NOT SHOWN THAT THE TWO CLARES OF
BUSINESS ARE SO COMMINGLED THAT THE SEPARATION OF ONE FROM

THE OTHER IS NOT REASONABLY PRACTICABLE OR THAT APPELLANT'S
INTERSTATE PASSENGERS MAY NOT BE CARRIED EFFICIENTLY AND
ECONOMICALLY IN BUSSES USED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THAT pU^PO°E OR
THAT APPELLANT'S INTERSTATE BUSINESS I P DEPENDENT IN ANY
DEGREE UPON THE LOCAL BUSINESS IN QUESTION. APPELLANT MAY
NOT EVADE THE ACT BY THE MERE LINKING OF ITS INTRASTATE TRANS-
PORTATION TO ITS INTERSTATE OR BY THE UNNECESSARY TRANSPORTA-
TION OF BOTH CLASSES BY MEANS OF THE SAME INSTRUMENTALITIES
AND EMPLOYEES. THE APPELLANT RELIES ON WESTERN Un I ON TEL. CO

.

v. Kansas, 2|6 U.S. I and Pullman Co. v. Kansas, 2|6 U.S. 56.

But there the State was using its authority as a means to

accomplish a result beyond its constitutional power.

"There is no support fo^ the contention that the
enforcement of the act deprives it of its property without due
process of law . undoubtedly, the state has ">ower in the public
interest reasonably to control and regulate the use of its

highways r-o long as it does not directly burden 0"! interfere
WITH INTERSTATE COMMERCE . PACKARD V. BaNTON , 264 U.S. 140,

144; Kane v. New Jersey, 242 U.S. 160; Wendrick v. Maryland,
235 U.S. 610. Cf. Opinion of the Jus-ices, 25! Ma*s . 594, 596.
The terms of the Act are not arbitrary or unreasonable. Ap-
pellant HAS NOT APPLIED FOR AND DOES NOT SHOW THAT IT I

S

ENTITLED TO HAVE A LICENSE FROM THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES OR A

CERTIFICATE OF UBLlC NECE SS ! T Y AND CONVENIENCE FROM THE DEPART-
MENT. Plainly, it has no standing to attack the validity of
THE STATUTE AS A VIOLATION OF THE DUE PROCESS CLAUSE."
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morrls and lowthe r , h. m. hewitt ano lew nunamaker,
etc., et al. , owned amd operated for hire, under proper

license, motor trucks on the
Morris, et al., Columbia River Highway !n Oregon,

vs. from the ea3^ boundary or
Dub y, et al. Multnomah county to the west

47 Sup. Ct . Reporter 548 limits cf the city of Hood River,

a distance of 22 , i | m'l's. the

highway extends from Portland to Y^e Dalles, Ore., and :s a

rural post road. the motor-truck operators had compl5ed with

all the s t a t e rules and regulations respecting the operation
of motor trucks upon the hichway, and under prev!ous regula-
tions carried a combined maximum load of not exceeding 22,000
bounds. The State highway commission under a law of Oregon
reduced the maximum load to ! s. 500 pounds by an order, !n

which the commission recited that 7 he road was being damaged
by heavier loads. the motor-truck operators filed a bill to

enjoin the enforcement of the order on the ground that it

invaded their federal const '. 7 ut i onal rights.

The case was heard under section 166 of the Judicial
CODE AS AMENDED BY THE Act OF February !3, 1924, C. 229, 43
Stat. 926, before a court of three judges on an other to show
cause why a preliminary injunction should not issue restrain-
ing THE COMMISSION FROM ENFORCING THE ORDER . A MOTION TO

dismiss was int er=>osed to the complaint by the State and sub-
mitted at the same time. The district court denied the
application for a prelim'nary injunction, and granted the

motion to dismiss ^he motor-truck operators 5 amended bill, on
THE GROUND THAT IT D i D NOT STATE FACTS trUFrtC'ENT TO CONSTI-
TUTE A CAUSE OF ACTION OR TO ENTITLE THE MO~OR-TRUCK OPERATORS
TO THE RELIEF DEMANDED. AS THE MOTOR-TRUCK OPERATORS REFUSED
TO PLEAD FURTHER, THE CAUSE WAS D I SM i SSED , AND THE CASE CAME

to the United States Supreme Court directly now the district
COURT BY VIRTUE OF PARAGRAPH 3 OF SECTION 238 OF THE JjDiCiAL
Code as amended by the act of February !3, iS25, C. 229, 43

Stat. 936.

The order complained of, set forth as an exh.'bit to the

amended bill of complaint, rectes that the commission, as a

result of due i west i cat! on , fincs that the road is being dam-
aged and injured on account of the k'no and character of
traffic now being hauled tver it, and that the loads of maximum
weight moved at the maximum speed are break 5 ng up, damaging
ano deteriorating the road, and that it will, therefore, be for
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the best interests of the state highway that the maximum

weight ee reduced from 20,000 to 16,500 pounds and that

changes be made with respect to tipes and their width.

The amended bill gives a history of the highway and its

continued use for a weight of 22,000 pounds for four years,

which has been availed o f by the appellants as common carriers

and as members of an auto freight transportation association
of Oregon and Washington, with costly terminals in Portland
established by requirement of that cit v

; that the 22 miles in

LENGTH OF THE COLUMBIA R ' VER H

!

GHWaY HERE INVOLVED IS A PART

of the interstate highway from astoria, ore . , into the state

of Washington and all subject to the Federal highway acts,

and that this order will interfere with interstate commerce
thereon. the amended bill denies the damage to the road as

found by the highway commission, and says that the reduction
of the limit will be unreasonable , arbitrary and discrimina-
TORY. It avers that the motor-truck operators have been
engaged in active competition with steam railroads paralleling
the Columbia River Highway and charging rates of traffic which
unless the appellants can use trucks combined with loads of
22,000 pounds will prevent their doing business except at a

loss. It alleges that the Acts of Congress and of Oregon
constitute a contract by which the permission for the use of
a five-ton combined weight of truck and i 0 ad is a term which
Can not be departed from by the State highway commission, and
constitutes a protection to the plaintiffs of which they may j

avail themselves in this action.

|n its decision the united states supreme court stated
"an examination of the acts of congress discloses no provi-
sion, express or implied, by which there is withheld from the

State its ordinary police power to conserve the highways in

the interest of the public and to prescribe such reasonable
regulations for their use as may be wise to prevent injury and
DAMAGE TO THEM. In THE AESEMCL OF NATIONAL LEG I St AT 1 ON ESPE-
CIALLY COVERING THE SUBJECT OF INTERSTATE COMMERCE, THE STATE
MAY RIGHTLY PRESCRlEL UNIFORM REGULATIONS ADAPTED TO PROMOTE

SAFETY UPON ITS HiGHWAYS AND THE CONSERVATION OF THEIR USE

APPLICABLE ALIKE TO VEHICLES MOV i MG IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE AND
THOSE OF ITS OWN 0 '. T I LENS . HENDRJCK V. MARYLAND, 235 U.S.
SIO, 622, et. seq,; Kanf v. New Jersey, 242 U.S. !60, 167. Of
COURSE THE STATE MAY NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST INTERSTATE COM-
MERCE. Buck v. Kuykendall, 277 U.S. 307. In the Kuykendall
CASE THIS COURT Sa I D , P. 3 15:





'wlth the sjvjc^ease in number and size of the vehicles

used upon a highway, both the danger and wear and tear grow,

to exclude unnecessary vehicles - particularly the large ones

commonly used by carriers for hire - promotes both safety and

economy. State regulation of that character is valid even as

applied to interstate commerce , in the absence of legislation
by Congress which deals specifically with the subject:

Vandalia R.R. Co. v. Public Service Commission, 242 U.S. 255;

Missouri Pacific Ry. Co. v. Larabee Flour Mills Co., 2|| U.S.

6 1 2 . Neither the recent Federal highway acts, nor the earlier
post road acts, Rev. Stat . , par. 3964; Act of March 1st. 1884,

C. 9, 23 Stat. 3, do that,'

"The mere fact that a truck company may not make a

profit unless it can use a truck with a load weighing 22,000
or more pounds does not show that a regulation forbidding it

is either discriminatory or unreasonable. That it prevents
competition with freight traffic on parallel steam railroads
may possibly be a circumstance to be considered in determining
the reasonableness of such a limitation, though that is doubt-
ful, but it is necessarily outweighed when it appears by
decision of competent authority that such weight is injurious
to the highway for the use of the general public and unduly
INCREASES THE COST OF MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. In THE ABSENCE
of any averments of specific facts to show fraud or abuse of
discretion, we must accept the judgment of the highway com-
mission upon this question which is committed to their
decision as against merely general averments denying their
0 ffi c i al finding.

"nor is there anything either in the federal or state
legislation to support the argument that the agreement between
the National and State government requires that the weight of
truck and load which was permitted by the state when the
agreement was made binds the state contractually to continue
such permission. conserving limitation is something that
must rest with the road supervising authorities of the state
not only on the general constitutional distinction between
National and State powers but also for the additional reason
having regard to the argument based on a contract that under
the convention between the unlteo states and the state in

respect to these jointly, aided roads, the maintenance after
construction is primarily imposed on the state. regulation
as to the method of use therefore necessarily remains with
the State and can not be interfered with unless the regulation
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IS SO AHD ITHARV AMD- UNREASONABLE AS TO DEFEAT THE USEFUL

^-ur^osES for VHfcH Congress has made its large contribution

to bettering the highway systems of the Union and to facil-

itating THE CARRYING OF THE MAILS OVER THEM. THERE IS NO

averment of the bill or any showing by affidavit making out

such a case 1
'

.

|n affirming the decree of the lower court the supreme

Court concluded;"The temporary injunction was rightly refused

and the motion to dismiss the bill was »ro=erly granted 1'.

Clark and Riggs operate as common carriers a motor-
truck LINE BETWEEN AURORA, |ND., AND CINCINNATI, OHIO, EXCLU-

sively in interstate commerce.
Clark, et al., The Ohio Motor Transportation

vs. Act of 1923 as amenced (General
Poor, et al. Code, Sections 6 f4-84 to 614-

47 Sup. Ct . Reporter 702 1 02) provides that a motor
transportation company desiring

to operate within the State shall apply to the Public Util-
ities Commission for a certificate so to do and shall not
begin to operate without first obtaining it; also, that such

a company must pay, at the time of the issuance of the certi-
ficate and annually thereafter, a tax graduated according to
the number and capacity of the vehicles used (sections 614-87,
S 14-94). Clark and Riggs ignored the provisions of the Act,

a^d operated without applying for a certificate or paying the
tax. Then they brought this suit, in the Federal court for

southern Ohio, to enjoin the Commission from enforcing as

AGAINST THEM THE PROVISIONS OF THE ACT . THE CASE WaS HEARD
in the District Court before three judges on final hearing,
unoer Section 266 of the Judicial Code as amended by the Act
of February 13, 1925. It appeared that while the Act calls
the certificate one of "public convenience and necessity 11

,

the Commission had recognized, before this suit was begun,
THAT, UNDER BUCK V. !<UYKENDALL, 267 U.S. 307 AND BUSH V. MaLOY,
237 U.S. 317, it had no discretion where the carrier was
ENGAGED EXCLUSIVELY IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE, AND WAS WILLING TO
GR ANT TO PLAINTIFFS A CERTIFICATE UPON APPLICATION AND COM-
PLIANCE WITH OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE LAW. SEE CANNON BALL
Transportation Co. v. Public Utilities Comm i ss ion, J 13 Ohio St.
53 5, 567. The bill was dismissed by the lower court and then
a direct appeal was made to the united states supreme court

.

The latter court had jurisdiction as an interlocutory injunc-
tion had been applieo for and a restraining order issued.
Moore v. Fioelity and Deposit Co., 272 U.S. 317, 320-321;
3iith v. Wilson, No. 648, decided Feb. 2|, 1 927.
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The United States Supreme Court affirmed the decree
of the lower court w'fth—the following reasoning: "the
plaintiffs claim that, as applied to them, the act violates
the commerce clause of the federal constitution. they insist
that, as they are engaged exclusively in interstate commerce,'
they are not subject to regulation ey the state; that it

(

ts

without power to require that before using it? highways they
apply for amd obtain a certificate; and that it is also with-
out power to impose, in addition to the annual license fee

demanded of all persons using automobiles on the highways, a

tax upon them, under section 614-94, for the maintenance and
repair of the highways and for the administration and enforce-
ment of the laws govern ' ng the use of the same. the contrary
is settled. the highways are public property, users of them,

although engaged exclusively in interstate commerce, are sub-

ject to regulation by the state to ensure safety and conven-
ience and the conservation of the highways. morris v. duby

,

No. 372, decided April 18, 1927. Users of them, although
ENGAGED EXCLUSIVELY IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE , MA\ BE REQUIRED
TO CONTRIBUTE TO THEIR COST AND UPKEEP. COMMON CARRIERS FOR

HIRE, WHO MAKE THE HIGHWAYS THEIR PLACE OF BUSINESS, MAY
PROPERLY EE CHARGED AN ~E XTR A TAX FOR SUCH USE. HENDRlCK V.

Maryland, 235 U.S. SlO; Kane v. New Jersey, 242 U.S. ISO;

Hess v. Pawloski, No. 263, decided May 16, 1927. Compare
Packard \, . Banton, 254 U.S. 140/144.

"There is n:. suggestion that the tax discriminates
against interstate commerce. Nor is it suggested that the

..tax is so large as to obstruct interstate commerce. |t is

SAID THAT ALL OF THE TAX IS NOT USED FOR MA I NT ENaNCE AND

REPAIR OF THE HIGHWAYS; THAT SOME OF IT IS USED FOR DEFRAYING*
THE EXPENSES OF THE COMMISSION IN THE ADMINISTRATION OR
ENFORCEMENT OF THE ACT; AND SOME FOR OTHER PURPOSES. Th ) S

,

if true, is immaterial. since the tax is assessed for a proper
purpose and is not 0 e ject i onab le in amount, the use to which
the proceeds are put is not a matter which concerns the

pla i nt i ffs

.

"Plaintiffs urge that the cecree should be reversed
because of the provision in the act concerning insurance. the
act provides that no certificate shall issue until a policy
covering l i a8 i l i t y and cargo insurance has been f i led with the

commission. Section 614-99. The lower court held that, under

Michigan Public Utilities Commission v. Duke, 266 U.S. 570,
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THIS PRO V t 8 I ON COULD NOT BE APPLIED TO E XC LUS I VECY INTERSTATE

CARRIERS, REO BALL TRANSIT CO . V. MARSHALL, 8 FED. (2d) 635,

639; and counsel for the commission stated in this court that

the requirement for insurance would not be insisteo upon.
Plaintiffs urge that because this was not conceded at the out-
set, it was an error to deny the injunction. The circumstances
were such that it was clearly within the discretion of the

court to decline to issue an injunction; and since an injunc-
tion was the only relief sought, it properly dismissed the

bill. Compare Chicago G.w. Ry. Co. v. Kendall, 266 U.S. 94,

I
00— 10 1 . The plaintiffs did not apply for a certificate or

OFFER TO PAY THE TAXES. THEY REFUSED OR FA 1 LEO TO DO SO, NOT
BECAUSE INSURANCE WaS DEMANDED, BUT BECAUSE OF THEIR BELIEF
that, being engaged exclusively in interstate commerce, they
could not be required to apply for a certificate or to pay
the tax. Their claim was unfounoed. Moreover, the act made
each section and part thereof independent and declared that
'the holding of any section or part thereof to be void or in-
effective for any cause shall not affect any other section or
part thereof.' section 614-102. and the act also provided
that it should apply to interstate commerce only in so far as
such regulation was permitted by the federal constitution.
Section 614-101

.

"it is not clear whether the liability insurance, for

which the act provides, is against loss resulting to third
persons from the applicant's negligence in using the highways
within the State, or is for loss to passengers resulting from
such negligence, or for both purposes. we have no occasion
to consider whether, under any suggested interpretation, lia-
bility insurance, as distinguished from insurance on the
i ntetstate cargo, may be required of a carrier engaged wholly
IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE. COMPARE HESS V. PaWLOSK I , SUPRA.
THE DECREE DISMISSING THE BILL IS AFFIRMED, BUT WITHOUT PREJ-
UDICE TO THE RIGHT OF THE PLAINTIFFS TO SEEK APPROPRIATE
RELIEF EY ANOTHER SUIT IF THEY SHOULD HEREAFTER BE REQUIRED
BY THE COMMISSION TO COMPLY, WITH C0NOITION6 OR PROVISIONS NOT
WARRANTED BY LAW"

.

FREE LIST FOR PUBLIC ROADS FILLED

it 18 no longer possible to enter new names on the free
subscription list for public roads. the number of names now on
the free list equals the number of copies available for free
distribution. persons requesting the magazine are now being
advised that it can be secured only by placing a subscription
with the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C, at $1.00 per year.
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TAR USED TO PROTECT -ARKANSAS PIER AGAINST ALKALI

Contributed by the Division of Construction.
Compiled from a report submitted by T. J. Lough,

Associate Highway Engineer, District 5.

Observation of the methods used in treating the

concrete piers of a Federal-aid steel-truss bridge over the

Arkansas River, in Cowley County, Ark., with tar to protect
the concrete against the alkali water of the rlver, lead to
the following conclusions:

1. -a 48-hour initial drying period for the untreated
concrete is sufficient under favorable weather conditions.

2. - Only two coats of water-gas tar should be applied
in one day, and the interval between the applications should
be as great as will be permitted 8y the length of the working
DAY.

3. - The water surface should be held at least one foot
below the concrete to be treated. to accomplish this with
certainty, duplicate pumping units are essential.

4. - The penetration is greatly affected by the density
of the concrete and by occluded mo 1 8ture . the penetration of
the water-gas tar, at the time the seal coat was applied, on
pier 3, was 1/64-inch; for pier I, THE penetration of the

same class of material at a similar time was 1/8-inch, This
was due, perhaps, principally to the fact that sand alone
was used as the aggregate in pier 3; while sand ano gravel
were employed in the aggregate, in pier i.

5. - The rate of absorption is an indication of the
utility of the treatment. generally speaking, where exposeo
to the sun's ray8, the initial coat penetrates ra'ldly; but

upon the shaded areas, the absorption proceeds more 8l0wly.
Also, the penetration is not always uniform, indicating
VARIATIONS IN THE OENSITY OF THE CONCRETE. On PORTIONS OF
THE SURFACE WHERE THE CONCRETE HAD BEEN SPADED CAREFULLY, THE
ABSORPTION PROCEEDED AT THE SLOWEST RATE. WITH EACH SUCCES-
SIVE COAT, THERE IS A DECREASE IN THE RATE OF THE ABSORPTION;
WHICH MAKES DESIRABLE, INCREA8ES IN THE TIME INTERVALS
BETWEEN THE APPLICATIONS. POSTPONEMENT OF THE SEAL COAT
APPLICATION IS RECOMMENOED, TO PERMIT ALL POSSIBLE PENETRATION
OF THE WATER-GAS TAR.
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6. - It is -considered desirable to thin the coal taR

by heating in or de r--to' tac--ll-ttate the t h ln -spread ing of the

seal coat.

7. - The efficacy of the treatment can only be deter-
mined AFTER A CONSIDERABLE LENGTH OF TIME, AND THEN ONLY BY

comparing the condition of the treated concrete with the

condition of untreated, but similar, concrete masonry
exposed to the same stream.

The Piers Treated

The three piers treated are referred to hereafter as

piers I, 2, and 3. Pier I is situated on the southern shore

of the river; pier 2 supports the central portion of the
bridge; and pier 3 is near the northern shore, piers I and

3 were treated in the presence of a Bureau engineer, but pier

2 was water-proofed without Federal inspection. The dis-
cussion OF THE TREATMENT WILL BE CONFINED LARGELY TO PlER 3,

which was some distance away from the normal water line.

The treatment of the three piers was similar, although
the tar materials were applied hot in some instances and cold
in others. The coal-tar seal coat on pier I was spread,
WHILE COLD, AS THIN AS WAS PRACTICABLE', SINCE IT WAS NOT CON-
SIDERED NECESSARY TO INCREASE T'HE FLUIDITY WITH HEAT. FOR

PIER 2, THE TAR FOR EACH COAT WaS HEATED PRIOR TO THE APPLI-
CATION. On pier 3, the water-gas tar was applied cold* while
THE COAL TAR WaS HEATED BEFORE BEING SPREAD THINLY OVER THE

SURFACE OF THE CONCRETE. THE POROSITY OF THE CONCRETE IN

PIERS I AND 2 MADE 4 APPLICATIONS OF WaTER-GAS TAR NECESSARY J

while the indications were that the density of the concrete
in pier 3 made it essential to use only 2 and a fraction
coats of the preliminary treatment. the aggregate used in

the concrete for pler ! consisted of 2 parts of sand and 3-|/2
parts of washed flint gravel. The aggregate for pier 3 con-
sisted of 3 parts of sand and no gravel.

General Description of Protective Treatment

The protective treatment on pier 3, consisted of the

application of 2 and a fraction coats ") f water-gas tar which
was sealed with we coat of coal tar. The coatings were
applied, in a satisfactory manner, with ordinary k alsom i ne

BRUSHES. The zone of treatment extended for 2.5 FEET above
AND BELOW THE MEAN—LOW—WATER LINE. THE TOTAL AREA OF THE

TREATED BAND - 5 FEET IN WIDTH - WAS 405 SQUARE FEET,



rl
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Protective Water—proofing Materials

Materials for the water-proofing were supplied by the

Barrett Company under the following specifications:

Water-gas tar Coal tar

General characteristics Very thin liquid Cticky semi-solid

Specific viscosity 3 to 8

Float test at 50° C. 60 to 100

Total eitumen soluble in C Not less than 95$,' Not less than 70$

Free carbon Not over 2$ Not over 30$

Insoluble inorganic matter " " 1$ n " 1$

Water " « 3$

DlST ILLATION
to 170^ C " " 10$ « » 5$
to 300° C 11 " 50$ 15 to 25$

ResidIum (semi -solid) Not less than 50$

Specific gravity 25°C/25°C " " " !.00 Not less than I T
1

0

Specific gravity of distillate " " " 0 o S40

The specification further provided that the supface to be
water—prco fed should be kept free from water, until it eecame
dry. The minimum time was to be 48 hours, and as much longer as
was nece88ary to obtain a dry surface.

to the original dry surface, as many coats of water-gas
tar were to be applied as the concrete would absorb. the number
of coats were to be not less than 4, nor more than 1 0, and
thirty minutes were to elapse between successive coats.

A FINAL SEAL COAT OF COAL TAR WaS TO BE APPLIED AFTER THE
WATER—GA6—T AR TREATMENT.





The materials as used were tested in The laboratory of

the Bureau with the following results:

Water-gas tar Coal tar

General characteristics Thin liquid Liquid

Specific viscosity, Enqler 40°C 2,81 46.4

Total bitumen 99.49 87.70

Free carbon 0.45 12.23

Insoluble inorganic matter 0.06 0.07

Water 0.55 1.03

Distillation:
to I70°C. 2.16 4.98
170-235 C. 13.50 7.91

235-270 mC. 15.28 6.68
270-300 C. 9.77 5.43

Residue 59.44 74,95

nnOA
Melting point of residue

(

6c? C

Specific gravity 25°C/25°C 1.0856 1.169

Pump i ng

two pumping units were employed, each of sufficient
capacity to unwater the cofferdam. these were used, as a pre-
caution, to prevent the water from wetting the concrete, in the

EVENT OF THE DISABLEMENT OF ONE OF THE PUMPS. Th I S PRECAUTION,
HOWEVER, PROVED TO BE INADEQUATE. ON MAY 20, AT 5:30 P.M.,
AFTER THE INITIAL COAT OF WATER-GAS TAR HAD BEEN IN PLACE FOR

2-3/4 HOURS, THE FIRST PUMP BROKE DOWN AND I
-

I /4 HOURS WERE
REQUIRED TO PLACE THE EMERGENCY UNIT IN OPERATION. MEANWHILE
THE WATER ROSE IN THE COFFERDAM, AND SUBMERGED THE LOWER 18

INCHES OF THE TREATED BAND. |T WAS NOT BELIEVED THAT ANY MATE-
RIAL DAMAGE RESULTED. BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF THE COAT OF
WATER-GAS TAR, THE WATER DID NOT PENETRATE INTO THE CONCRETE, AND
ONLY A SMALL AMOUNT OF THE INITIAL COAT WAS REMOVED BY THE WATER.
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After the water was lowered by the emergency pump, the initial

coat was allowed to dry eos |5 houris before the second coat
was applieo.

Prior to the application of the initial coat of, water-
gas TAR, THE WATER SURFACE WAS HELD AT A DISTANCE OF 6 INCHES

BELOW THE BOTTOM OF THE AREA TO BE TREATED, TO HAVE INCREASEO
THIS DISTANCE WOULD HAVE ADDED CONSIDERABLY TO THE COST. BE-
CAUSE OF THE PROXIMITY OF THE WATER, THE LOWER 6 INCHES OF
THE CONCRETE TO BE TREATED, WAS DAMP WHEN THE INITIAL WATER-
GAS-TAR COAT Wa8 PAINTED ON. |T WOULO HAVE BEEN FUTILE, HOW-
ever, to have delayed the treatment since the moisture on the

lower portion of the area to be treated could have 8een
reduced only by maintaining the water surface at a lower level.

Weather

During the period of the treatment the weather was
favorable - alternately cloudy, and sunny, with a persistent
strong wind. the temperature ranged from 63° f. , at night to
86° f., during the day.

Treatment Procedure

Statistics relative to treatment procedure are given
in Table I

.

The rate of application of the tar on pier 3 was
considerably faster than on pier I for two reasons: (I) One of
THE WORKMEN, WHO ASSISTED IN THE TREATMENT OF PIER |, APPLIED
MOST OF THE TAR ON PIER 3, AND THE EXPERIENCE GAINED ON THE
ORIGINAL WORK INCREASED HIS EFFICIENCY; (2) THE WORKING SPACE
ON PIER 3 WAS less restricted than on pier I.

Although the coal tar was thinned by heating, its

application required more time than the water-gas tar. Under
similar conditions, a workman, of average ability, should be
able to apply a coat, of water-gas or coal tar, at the rate
of 250 or 2|0 square feet per hour, respectively.

Absorption

The amount of tar absorbed was small because of the
r i chnes8 of the concrete -

| :3 mortar mix. the penetration of
THE INITIAL COAT WaS ONLY 1/64 OF AN INCH (fJG. I -TOP )

.
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Figure i. - (Top) - application of first coat of water-gas

t*s on Pier 3

(Bottom) - Third (partial) coat of water-gas tar

complcted on Pier 3
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Ta^le I, - Data re lat t ve to the application of the tar treatment on

PI ER 3

Treatment A?pl ; - ! Dpvi n"?

cat I on j

I

i

Number
or

MEN

Man-
M I NUTES
PER |00

SQUARE
FEET

Tar
APPLIED
on 405
SQUARE
FEET

Tar

A 30 LIED

PER |00

SQUARE
FEET

Hours
Cofferdam
unwatered

Hours
47

Gallons Gallons

First coat
of water-
gas TAR

3/4 19-1/(0 22 0.49

Second coat
of water-
gas TAR

Third coat
OF WATER-
GAS TAR TO

20 PER CENT
OF AREA

7/12 6-3/4 17

1/2 : 16-1/4

1 .5

0.25

0.37

0.3 1

Co A L-TAR

SEAL-COAT
1-3/4 24-1/4

'

26 2,71 0.37

Water
adm i tted to

cofferdam

3.2 COATS 3-7/12
35

13 100

3.75

2,71

0.93

0.57

Water-
gas tar

Coal tar

* During this period the =umps were out of commission

for 1-1/4 HOURS
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ABOUT 50 PER^CENT OF THIS COAT H AO BEEN ABSORBED WHEN THE

SECOND COAT WAS AP-P4-1-ED,--AfsrD NO INCREASE IN PENETRATION
OCCURRED WHEN ".HE LATTER COAT WAS ADDED , AS , EVIDENTLY, NO

INCREASE WAS TO BE E XPECTED e-RCM FURTHER CCATS, ! HE THIRD
COAT WAS PA ! NTED OVER ONI../ THOSE PORTIONS ( ABOUT 20 PER CENT

OF THE TREATED AREA ) WHICH, B v THEIR DULL APPEARANCE GAVE

EVIDENCE OK ABSORPTION (fJG. S -BOTTOM ) . >T MA V 3rT SA'D,

THEREFORE, THAT TWO AND A FRACTION COATS OF THE 'A'A'-'ER— 1? A3

TAR WERE APPL i ED, A\'0 AEOU1 90 PER GEN V OK THE AREA WAS
RATHER STICKY. IMDSTaTINQ INCOMPLETE: ABSORP'ilQN WHEN THE SEAL

coat was painted on,

A comparison of the absorption of the more porous
gravel-concrete ;n p:er I with the dense sand-concrete in pier

3 IS INTERESTING.

j Total tar

PIER NUMBER S o'^rj SQVAR
! FUR i ACE

APPLiED
E FOOT OF

Total
NUMBER

OF CO/!TS

Tot al
PENETRaT 1 ON

• Wa TR- GAS : Coal Inches

I QAi UJN'3 : Gallons ,

1 ! COS6 : 0,005 - 5 1/8

3 i 0.0023 : 0,007 3.2 : i/64

Under normal conditions, where the concrete is thoroughly
dry, it would seem that the amount and rate of the absorption
is a direct indication of the necessity pgr the treatment,
den ,e concretes indicate by the ir resistance tc absorption that
they would possess a corresponding resistance to the penetration
of alkal: wa t er; while the contrary would be the case with

porous concretes.
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Co»t or Trcatmew

The average cost «e» square root of the complete

PROTECTIVE TREATMENT WAS $0.74. Th»6 C06T WAS SEGREGATED A8

F0LL0W8:

Labor and equipment:

Labor, 402 man-hours $222.36

Compensation Insurance 4.42

Pump rental, 12 1 pump-hours 68 .20

$294.98

Material:

Water-gas tar, 3.75 gallons § $0.34 1.28

Coal tar, 2.71 « 3 $0.37 1.00

1/3 of oravaqe costs (3 pierc treated) 0.33

10 PER cent PROFIT, as per specifications 0*26

2.87
Total $297.85

Cost per square foot of surface treateo $ 0.735

Immediately after pier 3 was constructed, the cofferdam
was removed for use on other work and then was redriven later
for the vater-proofing treatment. This procedure increased,
considerably, the total cost of the treatment. Had the pier

been water-proofed when the cribbing was originally in place,
the total unit cost of the treatment would have seen approxi-
mately 50 cent8 pe* square foot.

CREDIT LINE OMITTED

the credit line was inadvertently omitted ac to the 80urce

of the material used in the compilation of the akticle on "the
Effect of Calcium Chloride on Fedttral-aid Pavements" which was
printed in the august 1927 new8 letter. corresponding to the

asteplsk after the title, the credit line at the bottom of the
page should have read "this statement is based upon data sub-
MITTED by the Division of Construction."
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BUREAL) BEG WS^uyAtlOfiA. -COUNTY. OHIO, HIGHWAY PUNNING SURVEY

Field work was begun on September 3 upon the Cleveland
regional highway plann ' ng survey, embracing a territory within

a radius op approximately 30 miles op cleveland, ohio. the

survey will be carried on by the bureau and cuyahoga county as

the principal o0perator8. information and assistance will

also be rendered by the several administrative organizations
responsible for highway development in the cleveland region.

The preliminary work includes a comprehensive study of
traffic density - its distribution, origin, and destination -

on the various routes in the area. this will ee followed by

studies of the traffic capacity of the coun t y highways and the

principal entrances into the city of cleveland; an analysis of
the present highway system ; an analysis of the factors influ-
encing the location of new h i ghways or the relocation of the

present routes, such as to»ogpaphy, waterways, railroad termi-
nals and yards, la -ge industrial plants, suburban developments,
And special use areas; a study of existing structures and the
conditions governing proeablf. future structures ; an analysis
of the juriso'c'i ! un and control over highway development and
the financing of highway . mprovements in "he regional area ; a

study of traffic accidents and safety? the development of a

plan of highway improvement; and the development of an improve-
ment budget for a period sufficient to carry the complete plan
into effect.

The cotts of the survey will be shared equally by the
Bureau and Cuyahoga County.
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NEW RESEARCH PROJECTS APPROVED

Title: Invest gatiom of Yadkin River Bridge

Leaders: L. W. Teller and G. W. Oavis.

Object: To investigate the elastic behavior of a reinforced
concrete open-spandrel arch bridge.

Procedure: The structure is to be loaded by means of two

large movable wooden WaI^R tanks.

The tentative test program provides fof. the

follow i ng :

1. Loads applied at successive panel points of the

center span to determine influence lines for

stress. (Deck as constructed and with conti-
nuity destroyed)

2. Loads applied on center span to produce
moderate un i t stresses . (deck as constructed
and with continuity destroyed)

3. Loads applied on center span to produce high

unit stresses with continuity of deck destroyed.

4. Loads applied on center span, with continuity
of deck destroyed, to produce failure if possible.

5. Loads applied on one side span to determine
effect on center span.

6. Demolition with explosives of portions of
bridge not destroyed by loading.

In addition to the abcve program the following
tests may be made if time, money, and facilities are
ava i lab le

.

a. Distribution of loads to T-beam girders
of approach spans.

b. Impact tests on arch spans and T-beam
approach span6.
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C. TE8TF OF RE8 1 STANCE OF RAIL TO SHOOK C*U8ED
BY COLLISIONS OF MOTOR TRUCKS.

Cooperation: The North Carolina State H

i

ghwav Commission 18

actively cooperating! in financing and execjt i no the

test program. an a0v180ry committee has been organized
to formulate the te8t program and assume the technical
direction of the work. |n addition to the two active

cooperating agencies, the following «rganl 2at i 0n8 a£~

cooperating through representatives on the advisory
committee: University of North Carolina, North
Carolina State College, American association of State
Highway Ofhcials, American Socjety of Civil Engineers,
Americam Railway Engineering Association, American
Concrete Institute, Highway Research Board, American
Society for Testing Mater ials, and S. Bureau of
Stanoaros.

The American Society of Civil Engineers has
loaneo an electric stress—recorder belonging to the society.

The Bureau of Standards will loan a similar instru-
ment AND ARRANGE FOR THE INSTALLATION OF BOTH.

The Ohio State HIghway Department will contribute
the service8 of a man t<1 analyze the arch span by the

beggs deformeter method.

The U. S. War Department will be invited to co-
operate IN THE DEMOLITION OF THE STRUCTURE.

Location: Yadkin River on North Carolina State Route No. 74
between Albemarle and Mt . Gileao.

Legal Authority: Section 2) of the Federal Highway Act,
approved November 9, 1921 (42 Stat. 2|2) for adminis-
tering provisions of Act and for carrying on necessary
highway research and investigational studies. appro-
PRIATION designation: "Cooperative Construction of
Rural Post Roaos, Administrative Expenses."

Proposed Expenditures: A total expenditure not to exceeo
$20,000 is contemplated, to be divided equally between
the Bureau and the North Carolina Highway Commission.
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H I story : The bridge on which these investigations are to be

conducted is a reinforced concrete structure built in

1922 as North Carolina Federal-aid Project No. 116.

The bridge is composed of three open-spandrel arch

spans of about 150 felt each and fourteen T-beam or

deck-girder approach spans of about 40 feet each. there

is now under construction, a few miles below the bridge
site, a dam wh!ch is being built in connection with a

power -development project and which, when completed,
will submerge the existing bridge structure, necessi-
tating its abandonment and the construction of a new
bridge in another location to replace it. since, in

an v case, the bridge will be dfstpo yed eventually so

that it ma v not be an obstruct 'on in the reservoir, the

opportunity is provided for carrying on any tests which
may be considered desirable.

Date Effective: May I, 1927.

Title: Effect of Type and Gradation of Coarse Aggregate Upon
the Flexural Strength of Plain Concrete.

Leaoer: to. F. Kellermann.

Object: To determine how the quality and economy of concrete
is affected by variations in type and grading of coarse
aggregate used.

Procedure: It is proposed to o*tain a number of representative
coarse aggregates such as trap rock, granite, limestone,
oolomite; glacial, s iliceous, and calcareous gravels, and
blast furnace slag; selecting a total of 16 AGGREGATES
in all. These are to be prepared in six different
gradings, as follows:
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COARSE AGGREGATE GR ADAT I ONS

Grading Total passing - square opening
no .

" —
1/8-1/4 - 3/4 - 1-1/4 - 2

1 0 0 15 40 100

2 0 0 30 55 100

3 0 5 45 70 100

4 0 5 45 100 100
r 0 10 65 100 100

6 0 10 100 100 100

FUE XURE TESTS ARE TO BE MADE ON CANTILEVER C eams made
OF CONGRE TE WITH THE AOOVE COARSE—AGGREGATE TY=ES AND
GRADINGS AS THE ONLY VAR 1 AB LES . Four mi xes ARE PRO-
POSED

,

as follows:

1 ,
-

: 1^:3 )

2. l:2;3 ) Actual dry
3. 1:2:3* )

VOLUMES

4. - :2:4 )

This will make a total of 384 combinations (16 x 6 x 4).

Accurate measurements of yield will be made on all com-
b inat i ons

.

Compression tests will also mape . using the fractured
prisms resulting from the . lexure tests.

All tests will be made a
- 28 days and the concrete will

all ge of the same consis.ency ( ap >ro x i mate ly that used
in gooo paving practice).

in order to eliminate the effect of variations in

temperature and humidity during the period of fabrication,
a complete series of specimens using each type and
gradationi of aggregate and each mix will ge made up and
repeated four times, making a total of 1,536 (384 x 4)
concrete specimens. the proportioning, m ] x i ng , fagr i

—

cation, storing, and testing of the concrete specimens
will be strictly in accordance with a.s.t.m. practice.
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Location; Arlington Experimental Farm.

Cooperation? No formal cooperation. The assistance of the
three major materials associations will sc requested
to the extent of the furnishing of sufficient materials
for the test .

Legal Authority: Sec. 2| of the Flderal Highway Act, approved
November 9, |S2|, (42 Stat. 2'2) for administering
PROVISIONS OF Act and for carrying on NECEfSARY highway
research and investigational studies. appropriation
designation: "Cooperative Construct i dn of Rural Post
Roads, Administrative Expenses."

Proposed Expenditures (eased on an estimated test period of 6
months and including all materials, salaries, etc.;
$8000.00, d i stp .' euted approximately as follows :

Materials, including fre<cht, $1,000; salaries and
labor, $q400; miscellaneous, $600.

History; There is great interest and considerable concern on
the part of engineers at this time as to the relative
transverse strength of concrete made from trap rook and
gravel. Practically all data now available have to do

with the crushing strength of concrete ano the various
factors which affect it. a ser;es of tests was con-
DUCTED LAST veaR , IN COOPERATION WITH THE NEW JERSEY
State Highway Commission, the results of which indicate
THAT, F03 AGGREGATES COMPARABLE WITH THOSE USED IN TkE

Tl 3TS , TRAP-ROCK CONCRETE HAS A MODULUS OF RUPTURE
APPROXIMATELY !2 PER CENT GREATER THAN GRAVEL CONCRE~E.

Based on pavement slaps of EQU

i

val~ni transverse
strength, this dlf terence in modulus of rupture wc uld

warrant a differential of possibly 1/2" in the thick-

ness of the sla3s.

It is quite evident that any conclusions resulting from

the New Jersey tests would be applicable to these

particular aggregates only. For this reason, it seems

desirable to continue TH'S investigation, using A

NUMBER OF TYPJOAL AGGREGATES, IN ORDER TO DETERMINE

WHETHER THE INCREASED FLEXURAL STRENGTH SHOW.g BY TRAP-

ROCK CONCRETE IN THf B SERIES MAY EE CONSIDERED A GENERAL

INDICATION THAT CONCRETE MADE FROM CRUSHED STONE HAS A

HIGHER FLEXURAL STRENGTH THAN CONCRETE MADE FROM GRAVEL.

Date Effective; July I, 1927.
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Materials to be investigated

1. Trap rock Bound Brook, N. J.

2. Siliceous limestone Frederick, Md.

3. Granite Columeia, S. C.

4. Sandstone (Kettle River) Minneapolis, Minn.

5. Dolomite Forest, Ohio.

6. Flinty limestone Buffalo, N. Y.

'i . Argillaceous limestone Eldorado, Kans.

8. Glacial gravel Springfield, Mass.

9. Quartz gravel (rounded pebbles) Fredericksburg, Va.

10. Dolomite gravel Chicago, III.

||. River gravel Philadelphia, Pa.

|2. Limestone gravel (crushed) Columeus, Ohio.

13. Gravel Montgomery, Ala.

|4. Gravel Washington, D. C.

15. Blast furnace slag, 65 lbs . Youngstown, Ohio.

15 t
do. 85 lbs. Youngstown, Ohio.
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AMNUAL VERTING OF THE COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS OF THE A.A.S.H.O.

Contributed by F. H. Jackson of the Division o; Tests.

The annual meeting of the committee on materials, of the
American Association of State Highway Officials, was held in

Washington, 0. C, on September 13 and 14. Representatives
FROM 13, OUT OF THE 22 STATES, WHICH HOLD MEMBERSHIP ON THE COM-
MITTEE, WERE PRESENT. A STRENUOUS TWO-DAY SESSION WaS DEVOTED
LARGELY TO CONSIDERATION 01- SUGGESTED CHANGES IN THE TENTATIVE
STANDARD METHODS OF 8AMPL I NO AND TESTING HIGHWAY MATERIALS
WHICH ARE SHORTLY TO BE REPRINTED BY THE BUREAU. THE COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDED THAT THE REVISED METHODS BE PRlNTET AS TWO BULLE-
TINS - ONE COVERING NONB I TUM I NOUS HIGHWAY MATERIALS AND THE

OTHER EITUMINOUS HIGHWAY MATERIALS^ THESE TWO BULLETINS WILL
TOGETHER REPLACE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE BULLETIN NO .

i2ir.

Numerous detailed changes in the methods of testing
were adopted. most of these were of a technical nature and

were adopted solely for the purpose of more closely controlling
test procedure and therefore increasing the accuracy of the

test methods. several new methods were also tentatively
adopted, subject to final letter 3 allot 3y the committee and

gy the Association. These include new methods for testing

gravel aggregates which permit the testing of smaller 8 1 ze

aggregates than is possible sy the present method. other new

methods adopted were for the determination of the quality of
gravel fragments by means of a crushing test dlvcloped in the

lacoratory of the | owa state highway commission, as well as

methods for determining the apparent spec i
r

1 c gravity, adsorp-

tion, and moisture content of fine aggregates, developed in

the same laboratory.

Various tentative standard specifications of the

association were also considered, in detail, and several re-

visions of a minor nature made. two of the present tentative

standard specifications, the one covering 3r0ken stone for

gitumin0u8 macadam base and the other olock for granite 3 lock

pavement, were discontinued, the committee al60 adopted the

so-calleo "five-clause 11 specification covering the chemical

composition of base metal used in the manufacture of corru-

gated metal culvert6, as well as specifications for wh 1 t 7.

tr affl c— zone paint for pavements.



r.
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Progress heports were, presented dealing with several
interesting research investigations which have "een carried
on qy the various research sections of the committee during
the past year. one of thi most interesting reports presentej
was that dealing with the relation between t^ quality of
Port land ce./ent as determined dy the usual routine test6 and
the quality of the concrete in which the cement is useo

.

Tests made by six cooperating State highway laboratories and
the Bureau, usit.-g several brands of cement, seemed to indi-

cate THAT THERE IS A FAIRLY DEFINITE RELATION BETWEEN THE

tensile strength of portland cement, as determined by the
usual briquet tests, and the flexural strength of the con-
crete in the usual paving mixtures. this report will
probably be published in public roads in the near future.
Other progress reports which were submitted included a teport
on the effect of calcium chloride as an admixture in co. .crete

the development of a new test for the determination of the

quality of concrete sands to replace the present strength—
ratio test, standardization of methods of testing f?r bitumi-
nous mixtures, premolded expansiof. joints, recovery cf
bitumen extracted from lltumlnous aggregates, and the dehy-
dration of rock asphalt.

NUMBERED U. S. HIGHWAYS SIGNS APPRECIATED

The Bureau is in receipt of a letter, from a prominent
citizen of North Carolina, which states as follows: "I just
TOOK A TRIP BY MOTOR TO DETROIT AND FOUND YOUR SIGN NO . 25
CONTINUOUSLY FROM EaST TENNESSEE TO DETROIT AND I CAN HARDLY
EXPRESS MY PLEASURE IN THE SERVICE WHICH THESE SIGNS RENDERED
A TWELVE-YEAR-OLD BOY COULD HAVE MADE THE TRIP." Th I S IS

TYPICAL OF A NUMBER OF LETTERS OF APPROVAL WHICH THE BUREAU
HAS RECEIVED SINCE THE NUMBERED HIGHWAY MARKERS HAVE BEEN
EJECTED BY THE STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS.




